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ABSTRACT
Envelope generator (EG) and Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO) pa-
rameters give a compact representation of audio pitch envelopes.
By estimating these parameters from audio per-note, they could be
used as part of an audio coding scheme. Recordings of various
instruments and articulations were examined, and pitch envelopes
found. Using an evolutionary algorithm, EG and LFO parame-
ters for the envelopes were estimated. The resulting estimated en-
velopes are compared to both the original envelope, and to a fixed-
pitch estimate. Envelopes estimated using EG+LFO can closely
represent the envelope from the original audio and provide a more
accurate estimate than the mean pitch.

1. INTRODUCTION

Attempts to reproduce audio based on parameter estimation have a
long history particularly regarding FM synthesis [1, 2] and wavetable
synthesis [3, 4]. In general, these have looked at directly reproduc-
ing audio by matching spectral content.

We consider parameter estimation as part of an object-based
coding of audio. Object coding of audio analyses a piece of au-
dio to estimate parameters for synthesis objects. Driving the ob-
jects with the parameters allows an approximation of the original
audio to be created. It is a form of analysis/synthesis encoding.
Traditionally, it has been regarded as a technique for low bit-rate
encoding and has been examined in relation to sum-of-sinusoids
models[5] and instrument models [6]. We seek to produce a high
quality representation of audio using similar techniques.

Rather than defining new standards for the encoding, we are
looking to useMIDI encoded parameters for a Downloadable Sounds
(DLS)[7] based synthesiser. DLS is a sample-based synthesis en-
gine in which base samples are manipulated by modifying pitch,
amplitude and timbre using modulators such as filters, envelope
generators (EGs) and low frequency oscillators (LFOs) . DLS is
one of the most prevalent synthesis standards being integrated in
Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X and mobile devices.

Using standard MIDI controllers, the MIDI data rate restricts
the speed at which features can be directly modified, e.g. using ex-
pression or pitch bend. Additionally, a large number of individual
changes must be stored. However, by specifying parameters be-
fore playing a note, DLS synthesis supports indirect modification
of amplitude and pitch using EGs and LFOs. These modulators
can be applied by the synthesis engine at the full sample rate and
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are defined using a small number of parameters. With few pa-
rameters per-note, we have a compact representation for pitch and
amplitude envelopes for use in audio coding that is also compatible
with existing synthesis techniques and standards.

In this paper, we propose to use de Cheviegné’s YIN algorithm[8],
to estimate the pitch envelope from a piece of audio. Individual
notes’ envelopes can then be modelled using the DLS parameters.

We look at representing the pitch envelope using the basic pa-
rameters available via DLS.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. DLS Envelope Parameters

Using the default modulation routings, the DLS standard[7] pro-
vides an EG and a LFO for pitch modulation and a separate EG
and LFO for amplitude modulation.
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Figure 1: 6-stage Envelope Generator.

The EGs consist of six stages (Figure 1) and are parameterized
by:

• Delay time, d, during which time the EG output is zero;
• Attack time, A, the time taken to reach an output level of 1;
• Hold time, h, the time the EG stays at the peak level;
• Decay rate, D, the time it would take to decay from the
peak level to a level of zero;

• Sustain level, S indicates the level (0 to 1) at which the
sustain phase is held;

• Release rate, R, the time it would take to decay from 1 to a
level of zero (the actual time spent in the release phase !R

depends upon the sustain level).
Hence, such envelopes can be referred to as dAhDSR envelopes.
Additionally, an envelope depth dEG will be associated with the
envelope indicating the peak value. It is noted that the MIDI “note
off” event occurs at the start of the release phase.
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The actual time spent in the decay phase, !D, depends upon
the sustain level:

!D = (1 ! S) " D . (1)
Similarly, for the time spent in the release phase, !R:

!R = S " R . (2)
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Figure 2: Low Frequency Oscillator.

Each low frequency oscillator (Figure 2) is parameterized by:
• Delay time, ", during which time the LFO output is zero;
• Oscillator frequency, f .

Additionally, an envelope depth dLF O will be associated with the
envelope indicating the peak value.
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Figure 3: Envelope.

Combining the envelope generator, the LFO and a base value
with the relevant depths, can then produce an overall envelope
(Figure 3)

We seek to minimize the difference between a pitch envelope
and the EG+LFO estimate. To do so, we specify an objective func-
tion that quantifies this difference.

2.2. Objective Function

The objective function used is based on the root-sum-square-error
between the pitch envelope and the EG+LFO estimate. However,
to allow comparisons between the errors for different envelopes,
we normalise this error, giving as the objective function:

fest(k) =

s

P

i (ei ! gi)2
P

i e2

i

(3)

where e = (e1, . . . , en) is the envelope given by YIN and g =
(g1, . . . , gn) is the EG+LFO estimate. The use of a relative error
function agrees with previous parameter estimation work [2].

We want to estimate the envelope parameters which minimize
the objective function. The DLS specification defines the EG and
LFO parameters in terms of bit-wise representations, we have there-
fore adopted a bit-wise optimization scheme to find a solution.

2.3. CHC

Estimating the pitch envelope parameters is a difficult problem,
featuring local minima (e.g. each time the LFO delay is changed
by the period of the LFO). Evolutionary algorithms are effective at
solving such problems, hence we use Eshelman’s CHC1 algorithm
[10] to estimate parameters.

CHC algorithm is based on a population of candidate solu-
tions. The candidate solutions are randomly paired off and each
pair of possible solutions is then compared. If their Hamming dis-
tance is large enough, then half of the differing bits in the par-
ents are exchanged to produce a pair of children (Half Uniform
Crossover, HUX) otherwise they produce no children. From the
combined population of parents and children, the solutions that
give the best values for the objective function are adopted as the
new population of candidate solutions. If the entire population is
too similar to produce any children for several generations, then a
new population is generated by mutating the current best candidate
solution (referred to as Cataclysmic Mutation). We note that the
number of children produced each generation is not fixed.

Features of the CHC algorithm include:

• the CHC algorithm is elitist, always keeping the best re-
sult. Each generation is therefore guaranteed to be at least
as good as the previous one;

• using HUX and Cataclysmic mutation, CHC preserves di-
versity even though it operates on a small population (usu-
ally 50 individuals);

• using a small population reduces the number of objective
function calculations required each generation, hence im-
proving performance;

• an algorithm including random mutation allows the entire
search space to be examined.

The DLS standard includes data format definitions (pp. 32-34)
specifying 32-bit representations for units of pitch, time, gain and
frequency. These bit-wise representations form the basis of our
encoding of EG and LFO parameters for use with CHC.

3. METHOD

59 files from the RWCMusical Instrument database [11] were used
as test data for the parameter estimation. The files covered vari-
ous instruments (piano, organ, violin, trumpet and clarinet), with
multiple articulations and dynamics (see Table 1). Using YIN[8],
pitch, power and aperiodicity were estimated for each file. Pitch
envelopes, e, were then extracted for 3,929 individual notes us-
ing aperiodicity < 0.1 to determine the pitched portions of the
audio.

Splitting the dAhDSR EG into two 4-stage segments (dAhD
and (d+A+h)DSR) allows the overall envelope to be represented
as a linear combination of four components:

• a constant contribution of the base pitch value;
• a contribution from the dAhD envelope, eg1i;
• a contribution from the (d + A + h)DSR envelope, eg2i,
i.e. the EG sustain depth;

• the LFO depth, li.

1CHC stands for “Cross generational elitist selection, Heterogeneous
recombination and Cataclysmic mutation” according to Whitley[9]
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where g = (g1, . . . gn) is the overall envelope estimate. The base
pitch of the note is then b; the EG depth is dEG = dEG1; the sus-
tain depth is dEG2; the sustain level of the envelope, S = dEG1

dEG2
;

and the LFO depth is dLF O.
Minimizing the objective function (Equation 3) minimizes the

sum-square-error between the envelope estimate, g, and the YIN
data, e. We can calculate values for b, eg1i, eg2i and dLF O that
minimize this error from equation 4 - given the time-based param-
eters for the EG and LFO (i.e. d, A, h, !D, !R, ", 1

f
).

Within CHC, the time-based parameters were evolved, and
the best-fit pitch parameters (base, EG depth, sustain level, LFO
depth) were calculated for the time values. The objective func-
tion was then calculated based on the full set of time and pitch
parameters. CHC was run for 10,000 iterations using the standard
population size of 50 individuals. The initial population was ran-
dom.

The resulting envelopes were then compared with the original
data, and with the objective function value given using the mean
pitch estimate from YIN.

4. RESULTS

Using the pitch estimate from YIN, we can calculate the mean
pitch for note k, µk:

µk =
1
n

X

i=1...n

ei (5)

where e = (e1, . . . , en) is the envelope given by YIN.
The accompanying graphs (Figures 4 to 10) plot the YIN dif-

ference ei ! µk (paler, background lines) and the difference be-
tween the mean YIN pitch and the generated envelope, gi ! µk

(the bolder smoother lines) for several notes from each instrument,
including both vibrato and non-vibrato trumpet and violin. Good
approximations of the envelope shapes were found for many notes
and vibrato phase and frequency were matched.

As an alternative to using the EG+LFO envelope estimate, a
constant pitch estimate pitch pc can be used. We can then calculate
the objective function using this pitch:

fconst(pc, k) =

s

P

i (ei ! pc)2
P

i e2

i

(6)

where e = (e1, . . . , en) is the envelope given by YIN. The mean
pitch value µk is the constant pitch value that minimizes this ob-
jective function. We let fest = fconst(µk, k).

Figure 11 shows a histogram of fest

fmean
for the notes processed.

A large number of notes are seen to have a small improvement
(ratio 0.1 to 1) but there were also notes where the estimate was
10 to 100 times worse than using the flat mean (418 notes having
ratio > 10).

Of the 3, 929 notes processed, 2, 731 (69.51%) had a better fit
using EG+LFO than by simply using the mean value (see Table 1).
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Figure 4: Piano (with pedal) pitch estimation. The paler plot is the
YIN pitch envelope, the darker line the EG+LFO estimate. The pi-
ano pitch estimates show a similar decrease in pitch for each note.
The EG+LFO estimate provides a smoothed approximation of the
envelope bearing little resemblance to the “basic” EG+LFO enve-
lope in Figure 3. It is notable that the YIN piano pitch variation is
mainly in the ±5 cent range (1 cent = 0.01 semitones).
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Figure 5: Organ pitch estimation. The YIN estimates of pitch of
the pipe organ notes show less variation than the hammered-string
sounds of the piano. Artifacts from the YIN output produce pitch
drops at the start of each envelope, and, in matching this artifact,
the second note has been unable to find a good approximation of
the pitch envelope in the 10, 000 generations CHC processed.
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Figure 6: Violin pitch estimation. The standard violin articulation
shows distinct vibrato. For three of the four notes, both the phase
and the frequency of the vibrato has been closely matched. In addi-
tion, for these notes, the range of the vibrato is within the original
envelope. For the second note, gross features of the envelope (the
initial increase, the central dip, and the final fall) were reasonably
matched.
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Table 1: Instrument Summary.

Number of Number of Number of % notes with
Instrument files articulations Dynamics notes, n̂ f̄est f̄mean fest < fmean

Piano (011) 12 4 P/M/F 2080 0.0202 0.0200 73.4
Organ (061) 8 8 M 382 0.0165 0.0278 83.0
Violin (151) 2 2 M 128 0.0080 0.0070 68.0
Trumpet (211) 25 9 P/M/F 813 0.0186 0.0107 56.8
Clarinet (311) 12 4 P/M/F 526 0.0077 0.0038 64.2
Total 59 n/a n/a 3929 0.0175 0.0163 69.5
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Figure 7: Violin pitch estimation (no vibrato). Violin notes were
also processed from samples without vibrato (Figure 7). Similarly
to the piano notes, a range of approximately ±5 cents covers most
of the variation. For the first two notes, little of the original enve-
lope is captured, but for the other two notes a close match is seen
between the YIN envelope and our estimate.
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Figure 8: Staccato trumpet pitch estimation. Staccato trumpet
notes (Figure 8) offer little data from which to estimate parame-
ters. None of the four notes capture the rise in pitch thoughout
the note, although the fourth example succesfully matches the two
plateaux in the pitch. The first and third notes, however, apply the
LFO to match the peaks at the start of and half-way through the
envelope.
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Figure 9: Vibrato trumpet pitch estimation. For vibrato trumpet
notes (Figure 9) we again managed to match frequency and phase
in some notes. Additionally, the major features of the envelopes
were also represented (low then higher for the first note, decreasing
for the fourth). However, for the second note the LFO was not
matched, and for the third note CHC completely failed to find a
reasonable estimate of the envelope in 10, 000 generations.
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Figure 10: Clarinet pitch estimation. The final instrument pro-
cessed was the clarinet (Figure 10). The pitch variation is less than
5 cents apart from at the note ends and the overall shape of the
pitch envelopes is reasonably represented.
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Figure 11: Histogram of ratio of objective function values using
EG+LFO estimate and flat mean. If fest

fmean
< 1 then the EG+LFO

estimate is better than the flat mean

Allowing CHC to run for more generations will allow it to further
explore the solution space and would increase the likelihood of
finding good solutions.

Table 1 summarises the results by instrument, indicating the
numbers of files processed and their breakdown according to ar-
ticulation and dynamics. The total number of notes processed for
each instrument, n̂, is given as well as the mean fest:

f̄est =
1
n̂

X

fest (7)

and mean fmean:

f̄mean =
1
n̂

X

fmean . (8)

Although a better fit was found for most notes using EG+LFO
(i.e. fest < fmean), the f̄est is greater than the f̄mean for all
instruments except the organ. This agrees with Figure 11 having
many notes for which EG+LFO gave a small improvement over
using the mean, and a smaller number of notes with for which
fest # fmean.

In more detail, only 19 of the 59 files processed had a f̄est

less than the f̄mean . However, in 10 files, the EG+LFO estimate
was better for over 80% of notes. For some trumpet files, low
proportions (25%!40%) of notes had fest < fmean i.e. for most
notes using the mean value gave a better envelope estimate than
EG+LFO. Further investigation is required as to how this relates to
the note articulations and whether these results are a consequence
of the YIN output or the envelope estimation procedure.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Using a EG+LFO estimate of the pitch envelope, we can produce
similar envelopes to those estimated from the audio, using the LFO
to represent both vibrato effects and more complex non-vibrato en-
velopes. This envelope can more closely approximate the original
audio than simply applying a constant pitch and represents the en-
velope in a small number of parameters per note.

With vibrato examples, both frequency and phase can be matched
(as in Figures 6 and 9). However, with more complex pitch vari-
ation, the minimum error found may use the LFO to represent
coarser features than the vibrato and omit representing any vibrato
that is present.

The rate at which the EG and LFO modulators operate is de-
fined by the synthesiser used, allowing full sample-rate signal mod-
ulation based on parameter settings provided via MIDI. Per-note

parameters are suitable when the outcome is known at the start of
the note (e.g. for audio coding), but inappropriate for performance
when the modulators need to be varied during the note. However,
having initialised parameters per-note, they can be adjusted.

A similar procedure to that given for pitch can be followed for
estimating amplitude envelopes using EG+LFO, e.g. based on the
power figures from YIN. From the pitch and amplitude parameters
found, it will be possible to use a DLS based synthesiser to create
audio matching the original pitch and amplitude. Our next work
will therefore involve estimation of amplitude envelopes; synthesis
of audio from the parameters found; and listening tests to evaluate
the subjective quality using the envelope estimates vs. the original
sounds.
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